This paper describes a teaching experiment designed to examine the learning (i.e., retention of content and conceptual development) that takes place when public scientific web lectures delivered by scientists are utilized to present advanced ideas in physics to students with a high school background in physics. The students watched an exemplary public physics web lecture that was followed by a collaborative generic activity session. The collaborative session involved a guided critical reconstruction of the main arguments in the lecture, and a processing of the key analogical explanations. Then the students watched another exemplary web lecture on a different topic. The participants (N ¼ 14) were divided into two groups differing only in the order in which the lectures were presented. The students' discussions during the activities show that they were able to reason and demonstrate conceptual progress, although the physics ideas in the lectures were far beyond their level in physics. The discussions during the collaborative session contributed significantly to the students' understanding. We illustrate this point through an analysis of one of these discussions between two students on an analogical explanation of the Aharonov-Bohm effect that was presented in one of the lectures. The results from the tests that were administered to the participants several times during the intervention further support this contention.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most students will not study physics beyond the high school or undergraduate introductory level. Because the hierarchical structure of knowledge in physics makes a formal presentation of contemporary physics topics at the introductory level very difficult, most students will not be exposed to these ideas at all. This problem led us to consider the instructional use of popular presentations of contemporary physics at the high school level. In recent years many scientific programs have developed an outreach element that often includes public lectures on contemporary physics by renowned scientists. Many of these lectures are available on the web [1, 2] . Although the impact of public scientific lectures on their attendees' perceptions, ideas, and opinions about scientific issues has been studied [3, 4] , as far as we know, no study has examined the learning of the content presented in these lectures. Extending previous studies [4] [5] [6] [7] we thus explore ways to utilize these lectures to introduce contemporary physics at the high school level and study the learning that take place in this context.
Research findings indicate that teacher-centered instructional methods (e.g., lectures) are not as efficient as student-centered methods [8] [9] [10] . Hence to support and mediate learning from these web lectures, we designed generic student-centered activities as follow-ups to these lectures. The activities were aimed to help students integrate and process the content of the lecture and to be facilitated by teachers who are not necessarily specialists in the content. The activities included (1) guided note taking, (2) critical reconstruction of the arguments, and (3) processing of analogical explanations. Note taking while attending a lecture improves retention in general [11] [12] [13] [14] , but does not supply a sufficient scaffold for understanding the content delivered in a physics lecture [15] . Research on the use of argumentation in science classrooms shows that it enhances conceptual understanding [16] , supports the consolidation of known ideas by making them more precise [17] , and scaffolds knowledge integration [18] and, therefore, understanding [19, 20] . The third activity was designed to examine analogies, which are a very common explanatory tool in popular scientific explanations [5, 7, 21, 22] , but can also lead to the generation of misconceptions [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Some studies suggest that students benefit from explicating the correspondence between the analog objects and their relationships [29, 30] . Engaging students in active criticism of the analogy and an evaluation of its limitations can also enhance their understanding [25, 29, 31] . We engaged our students in both activities. This paper describes a case study drawn from a teaching experiment that was designed to study the learning that take place when public physics lectures are utilized to teach contemporary physics at the high school level. Specifically we analyzed students' discussion of an analogy to everyday phenomena which explains the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect [32] in a popular manner. The explanation of the effect that appears in most textbooks [33] requires an advanced knowledge in physics, which the students did not have. The analysis illustrates the conceptual progress that the students went through during the discussion although the formal explanation of this phenomenon was clearly above their level in physics. We use the results of the tests that were administered during and after the intervention to further support our contention that meaningful learning took place.
II. METHOD

A. Sample
Fourteen students who had just graduated from a college preparatory physics course in physics and mathematics took part in this experiment. The course covered advanced high school mathematics and physics and was specifically designed to prepare young adults who did not take these courses in high school for university entrance exams. The physics course was algebra based and covered high school level classical mechanics, electricity, and magnetism, and some geometric optics, physical optics, and modern physics. The experiment took place about two weeks after the final exam, and the participants were paid for their time (2 days). They were divided into two groups that were very similar in level (group 1 and group 2) according to their psychometric test scores (equivalent to the SAT) and their final grades in mathematics and physics in the preacademic course.
B. Lectures
Two exemplary public physics web lectures were used: one in the domain of astrophysics and one in the domain of quantum mechanics (QM). An analysis of these lectures appears elsewhere and shows that they shared the same explanatory framework [4, 7] .
C. Activities accompanying the Lectures 1. Guided note taking.-Each student watched the web lecture on a separate computer with headphones and was able to stop the lecture at any time to take notes. The students filled in an individual note-taking worksheet while watching the lecture.
2. Critical reconstruction of the scientific arguments.-This activity was previously used with in-service high school physics teachers. It is structured in an individualsmall group-class sequence and is described in detail elsewhere [6] . The Appendix includes a short summary of this activity.
3. Regeneration of analogical inferences.-This activity is structured in an individual-small group-class sequence. The students are required to explicate the correspondence between the analog objects and their relationships, criticize the analogy, and evaluate its limitations. The Appendix describes this activity in detail.
D. Procedure
Both groups watched a lecture, engaged in a collaborative session about this lecture, and then watched the second lecture. The difference between the groups was the order in which the lectures were presented. Iterative tests were administered at several points in time during the intervention (see the Appendix). All the pair and triad discussions during the collaborative session were audiotaped, and the class discussions were videotaped. Table I summarizes this procedure.
A qualitative analysis was carried out on the transcript of one pair of students throughout the whole intervention. The pair worked on the quantum mechanics lecture and was chosen for two reasons. First, their engagement was noticeable, and during their discussion they made impressive conceptual progress that they successfully shared later with the class. Second, although all the pair and triad discussions were audiotaped, the sound quality in some was so low that a good transcription of these audiotapes was not possible. We used the class discussions and the results from the tests administered to both groups for further triangulation.
The reliability of the assessment of the open-ended questions was examined by comparing the inter-rater agreement on 30% of the tests (90% agreement). The validity was examined by a partial repetition of the study, involving 
III. RESULTS
A. Students discussing the Aharonov-Bohm effect
This section presents excerpts from one of the discussions that was conducted in small groups during the collaborative session that followed the QM lecture. The discussants are a pair of students, Ran and Gal (pseudonyms). The Appendix presents a summary of the QM lecture and the activities for the whole collaborative session that processed this lecture. The following discussion took place while the students were working together on a worksheet that asked them to rethink the analogical explanation of the Aharonov-Bohm effect presented in the lecture (see Fig. 1 ). The Appendix presents the worksheet that initiated this discussion.
Both students mapped the source onto the target successfully (see the Appendix), identifying the relevant components and the common structure. They did this quickly and expressed no difficulty. However, their subsequent discussion initiated by the next question in the worksheet-''Why is the electron in the conducting loop of Aharonov-Bohm experiment affected by the magnetic field inside the loop?-revealed their difficulties with the analogical inference. In the above episode Gal erroneously represents the electron as being divided into two partial electrons, each moving in a different branch, such that these partial entities communicate in some mysterious way. Perhaps Gal's difficulties stem from the limitation of the analogy. A person cannot really be in two places at the same time simultaneously, one foot is on the road and one is on the sidewalk. The brain uses this simultaneous information to infer height differences. Gal is looking for the ''brain'' function in the electron. However there is no ''brain'' equivalent in the electron. Gal still perceives the electron as a particle and thus finds it hard to accept that the electron is not divided into two separate particles that communicate, and that the whole electron is in both places at the same time.
(b) In search of a causal mechanism 451. Gal: There must be more to it. Let Gal, dissatisfied with the analogical explanation, started to think about waves. This could have been prompted by the lecture. The phrase ''disturbance that spreads out simultaneously'' as a description of a wave was specifically mentioned in the lecture; the claim that the AB effect manifests the wave property of electrons was repeated several times. At first Ran (452) did not follow Gal. He seemed to be satisfied with the analogical conclusion (the electron is in the two parallel branches simultaneously, allowing it to ''feel'' the magnetic field between these branches). This is the special thing. The wave doesn't go back to being the same wave. If there is a stone, a BIG stone, the wave will be diffracted and it will go for instance this way, one toward the other, they will cut one another. 457. Gal: And there will be an interference pattern. . . 458. Ran: That's it. We'll get interference. This is the wave thing. . .
Gal's reaction (453) was an elaboration and an explanation of his anchoring example. He explicitly described his problem in the target analog-how the electron is affected by the magnetic field, in terms of the source analog-the mechanical wave that is affected by an obstacle. Gal also generated a concrete example for this description: a water wave that encounters a stone. This time Ran (454) followed Gal's reasoning and treated the water as an agency that ''knows'' that there is a stone in its path. When Gal (455) explained his difficulty understanding how the stone affects the water, Ran (456) tried to help Gal and started to use his own prior knowledge: he acknowledged that after the wave passes the stone it does not look the same as it did before doing so; he used a concrete description of a water wave that passes a big stone, and he correctly used the formal term ''diffraction'' in this context. Gal (457) then expressed Ran's description in a more concise scientific terminology of waves, saying that after a water wave bypasses the stone the interference pattern can be seen, and Ran (458) agreed. In our view both students benefited from the exchange. Without Gal's prompting, Ran would not have started to think about the analogical explanation Gal (459) brought the discussion back from the analog source to the analog target. He used the model of mechanical waves that they both elaborated in the source domain to try to explain the electron's behavior (target domain). He said that the magnetic field changes the electron-wave phase. This explanation presents a conceptual development, since Gal replaced the agentive explanation (the electron ''feels'') with a more mechanistic explanation. Note that the lecturer mentioned that the magnetic field affects the phase of the electron wave, and described the oscillations of the resulting current as an interference pattern. However, the students' recollection and use of these features occurred only at this point in the discussion. Gal, who now understood that the relative phases of the electron waves are affected by the magnetic field, could rephrase his causal puzzle in formal scientific terms, asking how the magnetic field affects this relative phase (in line 463 below he explicitly describes the magnetic field as the corresponding analog to an obstacle in the path of a mechanical wave). Our interpretation of a ''missing mechanism'' is also backed by Gal's later reflection on his difficulty ''It's a force that we simply didn't learn about. This is the problem'' (Gal, line 610). A force is the mechanism by which one entity affects another entity in classical physics. Ran (460) shared Gal's mechanistic description. He acknowledged that they formed a causal relation but they lacked the mechanism that could account for this causal relation. It should be noted that in the class (N ¼ 7) discussion that followed, Ran and Gal together were able to present, explain, and convince their classmates of their conclusion. Moreover, the excerpt below (463-466) demonstrates that the guided discussion helped Ran and Gal gradually move from viewing the electron as a particle to viewing the electron as a wave. In our view, lines 451-466 demonstrate conceptual progress. Gal and Ran gradually formulate a description of the phenomenon (AB effect) using relevant formal scientific entities they had previously learned. Neither of them presented this representation at first. This alone could be considered clear progress in their knowledge by some researchers [34] . Through the discussion Gal and Ran are able to formulate a causal relation in scientific terms and identify the missing causal mechanism using the appropriate scientific concepts (precisely how the magnetic field changes the phase of the electron wave). This is not a trivial achievement. These students localized an issue in a very specific way, were able to recognize a well-defined gap in their understanding, and explicitly identify the ''black box'' in the explanation from the lecture. This can be considered a critical step towards understanding, which they were later able to successfully present and defend to their peers. Moreover, Ran and Gal's initial discourse (445-450) suggests that even after the lecture they viewed the electron as a particle, whereas as the discussion progressed their perspective gradually shifted towards a wave description (463-466).
Note that this public web lecture was directed toward 11th and 12th grade students. The lecturer knew that he could not present the formal scientific explanation (a causal mechanism) for the AB effect since his audiences did not have enough background. He explicitly told his audiences that he was only trying to give them a sense of understanding through the analogy. However, the above episodes show that Gal and Ran fully understood the ''black box'' only during the discussion; hence the discussion actively fostered their understanding.
The other students only noticed the ''black box'' during the class discussion when Gal and Ran presented their ''case.'' They started by jointly presenting Ran's difficulty in grasping the ''connection'' mechanism between the electron's ''parts'' in both branches of the loop. They used the water-stone analog that they developed for this purpose. Three other students told them repeatedly that in their view there was no problem saying that ''it is the same electron in both sides of the loop.'' However, when Gal and Ran were finally successful in explaining Gal's difficulty, using the terminology of phase difference, and asked how a magnetic field can shift the phase of the electron wave (a question that cannot be answered with high school level prior knowledge in physics), silence prevailed around the table. Gal grinned: ''Speechless ha..?'' Two of the authors were present in the room at that time, one as the facilitator of the discussion and the other as an observer. Both interpreted this particular silence as conviction and understanding. Gal apparently interpreted this silence in the same manner. Watching this video again during the analysis only reinforced this feeling.
(c) Inventing an alternative causal mechanism Ran was willing to accept the ''black box'' as the missing causal mechanism, but Gal was not satisfied, and he returned to this issue in a later part of the discussion where he generated an alternative causal mechanism. Since Ran did not contribute to this elaboration, only Gal's lines are presented in the following excerpt. Gal assumed that if the electron in the device is indeed a wave, it can propagate in all possible paths (lecture-based idea), thus ''part'' of it could leave the conductor. This part, small as it may be, could have been affected by the field and be responsible for the phase shift. This inference resolves the inconsistency with the locality of interactions (i.e., Lorentz force). The only causal mechanism that Gal has learned about is force, and he is aware that his alternative mechanism is not complete: ''It's a force that we simply didn't learn about'' (Gal, line 610). However, he apparently attributes significant explanatory power to his alternative mechanism (485), perhaps because it resonated with his intuitive notion of the locality of interaction, which is well backed by his prior knowledge of science. Our interpretation is also strengthened by Gal's response to the same question a year later. When asked on the delayed posttest, ''Why are the electrons in the conducting loop affected by the magnetic field that is in the center of the loop?,'' he wrote, ''When the particle moves as a wave, it spreads everywhere. Therefore it also goes through the place where the magnetic field exists.'' Another student, Galit, from a different pair developed a similar idea too, but was far less committed to it than Gal and dismissed it during the class discussion that followed. Only Gal presented this idea in the delayed posttest.
B. Tests
Group 1 completed the full testing sequence on lecture A (quantum mechanics) and group 2 on lecture B (astrophysics). Figure 2 presents quite similar learning curves for both groups on these different lectures. It is clear that prior to the intervention the students knew hardly anything about the subjects presented in the lectures. They performed better just after watching and summarizing a lecture, with a noticeable improvement after the follow-up collaborative activity. Note that the repeated testing was not the main reason for the improvement in the scores after the collaborative session. The content of one question (see the Appendix, lecture B) was not discussed at all during this session. In contrast to the answers for the other questions, we did not see any improvement in the answer to this question in the poststudying test relative to the previously taken postwatching I test (M watching I ¼ 62:9 M studying ¼ 60:7).
The scientific content tests on both lectures were administered to both groups prior to the intervention and a year later. Note that although both groups took the tests on both lectures, each group did the follow-up collaborative activity only on one lecture: group on lecture A and group 2 on lecture B. Figure 3 shows that after a year each group performed much better on the lecture that was processed in the collaborative session, in contrast to the negligible recall from the lecture that was only watched and summarized. The findings indicate that the collaborative session had a noticeable effect on the long-term retention from both lectures.
We hoped that the collaborative follow-up activity would not only help the participants better understand the lecture that was processed, but also teach them to process a public scientific lecture by themselves. Hence we were hoping that although the second lecture was not followed by a collaborative session, the students would perform better on the content knowledge test administered just after watching the second lecture than they had performed on the content test administered just after watching the first lecture (before the collaborative session). The corresponding test results show that this transfer did not take place. One possible explanation for this lack of transfer is that practicing on only one lecture was not sufficient training to acquire new skills. Another explanation could be that this kind of critical processing occurs after a lecture and requires additional time for reflection and thought. Since we did not allocate time for reflection and thought after the second lecture, this could be why we did not see this transfer take place.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We described a case study drawn from a teaching experiment where two public physics lectures on advanced topics in physics (astrophysics and quantum mechanics) were utilized to introduce contemporary physics to learners with a high school background in physics. Collaborative mediating activities were designed to scaffold the learning from the lectures.
The scientific content test scores on both lectures show that immediately after they watched a lecture the students knew more about the scientific content presented in this lecture. However, if the lecture was not discussed in the follow-up activity, after a year most of this content was forgotten. The collaborative learning session, which included discussions dealing with critical reformulations of central arguments and analogical explanations, significantly contributed to the students' long-term retention of the content presented in each lecture. This improvement exceeded the improvement expected from repeated testing.
Although we also expected a transfer of skills, namely, that the students would be able to spontaneously derive more knowledge from the second lecture (e.g., with no follow-up activity), we did not observe such a transfer. We are not sure how to explain this. One possibility is that more practice is needed for this transfer to happen. Another possibility is that the critical thinking that we saw in the discussion can only occur when the students spend time thinking about the lecture after they have heard it.
The students' discussions in the context of the follow-up activities clearly illustrate the phenomenon of ''going beyond the information given'' [35] . Gal and Ran were not just ''entertained'' by the popular scientific explanation. Their discussion clearly reveals progress: they gradually (1) related what they heard to their prior knowledge, (2) described new knowledge using previously learned abstract scientific terms, (3) employed a new perspective, (4) critiqued the explanation, and (5) identified the causal mechanism that was missing from the causal relation (i.e., the black box). This progress took place during the guided discussion and did not derive solely from the lecture.
Some physics educators would argue that the misconception that Gal developed during the activity is evidence that teaching advanced scientific topics in a popular manner is a poor choice since it is bound to produce misconceptions due to gaps in requisite prior knowledge. A study [36] that examined biomedical students' advanced knowledge acquisition identified eight different ways that analogies can induce misconceptions. One is very relevant to this paper. This study classified a group of analogies as very effective at characterizing surface features and relationships but as glossing over underlying causal mechanisms. The findings showed that learners tended either to fill in a convenient but incorrect causal account of their own, or simply left the causal mechanism unexplained, as a kind of black box. Thus, Ran's reaction could be interpreted as settling for the ''black box'' and Gal's reaction as taking the ''tendency to fill in a convenient but incorrect causal account.'' Although these authors consider the latter tendency negatively in the context of science education, this may not always hold true.
Let us examine the ''black box'' idea first. After the discussion, Ran and Gal concluded that the magnetic field affects the phase of the electron wave. They consciously defined a black box as the causal mechanism by which this effect occurs. This was done by identifying, narrowing, and isolating what they knew from what they did not know. This is significant evidence of understanding, and a powerful metaconceptual move in learning. It may also promote the efficacy of self-explanations [37] .
Gal's ''fill in the convenient but incorrect causal account'' can also be considered positively. When faced with the missing causal mechanism, Gal incorrectly elaborated the intuitive notion of locality of interaction. However, his alternative causal mechanism should not hinder his understanding of the AB effect if he ever studies it in a formal manner. According to the formal explanation of the effect, the relevant variable that causes the phase shift is the magnetic vector potential from which the magnetic field is derived. High school students are not familiar with the concept of magnetic vector potential. Although the magnetic field is localized in the AB device, the magnetic vector potential from which it is derived is spread all over the space. Therefore, if Gal ever learns the concept of vector potential, the same intuitive idea that led to his alternative hypothesis (locality of interaction) could be used to support the scientific explanation, strengthening its sense of plausibility.
Implications
It is worth stressing that utilizing public scientific lectures on contemporary physics topics as an instructional resource cannot and should not replace the traditional formal presentation of classical physics. However, based on our findings, we suggest that a careful exposure to public scientific lectures on contemporary physics topics, accompanied by follow-up activities that process the lecture, in addition and in connection to the formal instruction of classical physics [6] , can facilitate the incorporation of contemporary physics into the mainstream curriculum and can present physics in a more relevant and timely light. In fact, we believe that the generic activities that we used in this study could help utilize other popular presentations of science in the media such as TV shows and popular science texts, or be used as a follow-up activity after a live public lecture that the class is attending out of school. Moreover, since most high school students will not be physicists or even scientists in the future, educating them to learn science from popular science resources is an important goal for lifelong learning.
APPENDIX: CONTENT KNOWLEDGE TESTS
See separate auxiliary material for the knowledge tests, summary of the lecture, summary of activity, and worksheet.
